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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

TAMPA DIVISION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Case No.: 8:21-cv-00839-SDM-AAS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MARC S. YOUNG'S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE BRIEF OF 
AMICUS  CURIAE 

 
Marc Young filed a similar request for an injuction against to the CDC in the 

Federal District Court of South Texas, Houston Division, in June 2020 (See 

4:20-cv-2299). That case was voluntarily dismissed due to third party standing 

issues that the movant will represent is now cured.  Movant believes that the 

pleadings in that case could have bearing on the Florida request for a 

preliminary injuction and offers the attached amicus brief in support of 

Florida's motion for a preliminary injunction. 

STATE OF FLORIDA, 
 

Plaintiff, 
 
v. 

 
XAVIER BECERRA, Secretary of 
Health  and Human  Services, in his 
official capacity; HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES; ROCHELLE 
WALENSKY, Director of Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, in 
her official capacity; CENTERS 
FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND 
PREVENTION;  UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA, 

 
Defendants. 
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LOCAL RULE 3.0l(g) CERTIFICATION 
 

Marc Young has consulted with counsel for plaintiff and counsel for 

defendants, The counsel for plaintiff has agreed to the submission.   The 

counsel for the defendants has responded that the defendants take no 

position with respect to the motion for leave to file an amicus brief  

DATED: May 3, 2021. 
MARC S. YOUNG, PE* 
*Licensed Chemical Engineer 
in Texas, Alaska, Arizona and 
Louisiana 
PO Box 1693 
Sealy, Texas 77474 
979-877-0660 
713-417-6147 
marc.young.pe@gmail.com  

Pro Se 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

I hereby certify that on this 1st day of May, 2021, a true and 

correct copy of the Motion for Leave to File Brief of Amicus Curiae, and 

Amicus Curiae Brief of Marc S. Young in Support of Florida’s Motion for 

Preliminary Injunction was emailed to all parties along with a request for 

objections. 

/s/ Marc S. Young  
Pro Se 
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April 13, 2021 

Via Electronic marc.young.pe@gmail.com 

Marc Young, PE 
AC Engineering, LLC 
PO Box 1693 
Sealy, Texas 77474 

Re: Request for Permit to Travel Pursuant to 42 CFR 70.5 

Dear Mr. Young: 

This is in response to your email of April 2, 2021 to the CDC Director requesting a permit to travel 
under 42 CFR 70.5. The Director has asked that I respond on her behalf. 

Your request cites to 42 CFR § 70.5, “Requirements relating to travelers under a federal order of 
isolation, quarantine, or conditional release.” This provision authorizes CDC to require that certain 
individuals obtain a travel permit as a condition of traveling in interstate traffic and prohibits 
conveyance operators from accepting such persons for travel in contravention of the terms of the 
travel permit.  

The Framework for Conditional Sailing and Initial Phase Testing Requirements for Protection of 

Crew (CSO)1 was issued under sections 361 and 365 of the Public Health Service Act (42 USC §§ 
264, 268) and 42 CFR §§ 70.2, 71.31(b), 71.32(b). Accordingly, the provision you cite is not 
applicable here because the CSO is a measure directed at cruise ship operators and not individual 
travelers. Furthermore, to the to the extent that this provision would be applicable, it does not 
authorize a traveler to submit a request for travel on behalf of a conveyance operator. 

CDC is committed to working with the cruise industry and seaport partners to resume cruising 
following the phased approach outlined in the CSO. This goal aligns with the prospective 
resumption of passenger operations in the United States, as outlined by many major cruise ship 
operators. 

CDC released the next phase of the Framework for Conditional Sail Order Technical Instructions 
on April 2, 2021. During this phase, cruise lines will work to establish agreements at ports where 
they intend to operate that must be approved by port authorities and local public health 
authorities. These agreements will ensure the necessary infrastructure is in place to manage an 
outbreak of COVID-19 on their ships, including healthcare capacity and housing to isolate 

1 85 Fed. Reg. 70153 (Nov. 4, 2020). 
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infected people and quarantine those who are exposed. In the next phase, simulated voyages will 
allow crew and seaport personnel to practice new COVID-19 operational procedures before they 
sail with passengers.  

CDC is committed to making decisions and recommendations based on the best and most current 
scientific understanding. We appreciate your continued interest in the CSO. If you have any 
questions about this letter, please contact CDC’s Maritime Unit at Eocevent349@cdc.gov. 

Sincerely, 

CAPT Aimee Treffiletti, USPHS 
Maritime Unit 
Global Migration Task Force 

CC:  
Amy Powell, US DOJ 
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April 23, 2021 

Via Electronic marc.young.pe@gmail.com 

Marc Young, PE 
AC Engineering, LLC 
PO Box 1693 
Sealy, Texas 77474 

Re: Request for Permit to Travel Pursuant to 42 CFR 70.5 

Dear Mr. Young: 

This is in response to your email of April 15, 2021 to the CDC Director reiterating your request 
for a permit to travel under 42 CFR 70.5. The Director has asked that I respond on her behalf. 

As explained in our previous letter of April 13, 2021, your request cites to 42 CFR § 70.5, 
“Requirements relating to travelers under a federal order of isolation, quarantine, or conditional 
release.” This provision authorizes CDC to require that certain individuals obtain a travel permit 
as a condition of traveling in interstate traffic and prohibits conveyance operators from accepting 
such persons for travel in contravention of the terms of the travel permit. Individuals who are 
denied a permit may also submit an appeal to the CDC Director. 

The Framework for Conditional Sailing and Initial Phase Testing Requirements for Protection of 

Crew (CSO)1 was issued under sections 361 and 365 of the Public Health Service Act (42 USC §§ 
264, 268) and 42 CFR §§ 70.2, 71.31(b), 71.32(b). Accordingly, the provision you cite is not 
applicable here because the CSO is a measure directed at cruise ship operators and not individual 
travelers. Furthermore, to the extent that this provision would be applicable, it does not authorize 
a traveler to submit a request for travel on behalf of a conveyance operator. 

We acknowledge that your travel plans to cruise from the United States before November 1, 2021, 
may have been disrupted by the CDC’s Order. However, this does not mean that you have been 
placed into or are now under federal quarantine. 

We reiterate that CDC is committed to working with the cruise industry and seaport partners to 
resume cruising following the phased approach outlined in the CSO. This goal aligns with the 
prospective resumption of passenger operations in the United States, as outlined by many major 
cruise ship operators. 

1 85 Fed. Reg. 70153 (Nov. 4, 2020). 
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CDC is committed to making decisions and recommendations based on the best and most current 
scientific understanding. We appreciate your continued interest in the CSO. If you have any 
questions about this letter, please contact CDC’s Maritime Unit at Eocevent349@cdc.gov. 

Sincerely, 

CAPT Aimee Treffiletti, USPHS 
Maritime Unit 
Global Migration Task Force 

CC:  
Amy Powell, US DOJ 
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Analysis of the CDC “No Sail Orders” and “Conditional Sail Orders” and their 
allowed control of the affected Individual versus operator control of a 
conveyance during a national declared emergency by the CDC.

The CDC has limited powers to invoke public health prevention measures. Limitations that the No Sail 
Order(s) (NSO) and the Framework for Conditional Sailing and Initial Phase Testing Requirements for 
Protection of Crew, e.g.  Conditional Sail Order (CSO) seem to ignore. i.e., The statutory power granted 
by Congress that the CDC seems to be heavily relying upon is the “other measures” of the Section of 42 
U.S.C. 264 you have referenced which states: 

(a) Promulgation and enforcement by Surgeon General 
The Surgeon General, with the approval of the Secretary, is authorized to make and 

enforce such regulations as in his judgment are necessary to prevent the introduction, 
transmission, or spread of communicable diseases from foreign countries into the States or 
possessions, or from one State or possession into any other State or possession. For 
purposes of carrying out and enforcing such regulations, the Surgeon General may provide 
for such inspection, fumigation, disinfection, sanitation, pest extermination, destruction of 
animals or articles found to be so infected or contaminated as to be sources of dangerous 
infection to human beings, and other measures, as in his judgment may be necessary. 

However, Congress did place some limitations on these powers as is noted in the limitations in 42 U.S.C. 
264 as noted in sections (b) (c) & (d) seem to include:  

(b)  Apprehension, detention, or conditional release of individuals 
Regulations prescribed under this section shall not provide for the apprehension, 

detention, or conditional release of individuals except for the purpose of preventing 
the introduction, transmission, or spread of such communicable diseases as may be 
specified from time to time in Executive orders of the President upon the recommendation 
of the Secretary, in consultation with the Surgeon General,1. 

(c) Application of regulations to persons entering from foreign countries 
Except as provided in subsection (d), regulations prescribed under this section, 

insofar as they provide for the apprehension, detention, examination, or conditional release 
of individuals, shall be applicable only to individuals coming into a State or 
possession from a foreign country or a possession. 

It should also be noted that these laws were part of the implementation of the U.S. 
ratified International Treaty, the International Health Regulations which also defines and 
limits the actions that the Secretary of Health and Human Services (through his or her 
delegates) can take with respect to “Other Measures”1  

Also noted the statutes and regulations relied upon 42 U.S.C 268 and the two of the regulations in 42 
CFR 70 & 71 all deal with quarantine issues related to public health preventions measures. 

1 IHR, Article 43 (See footnote 11 for full text) 
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Per the definitions of 42 CFR 70.1 (which applies to Interstate Quarantine measures) and 42 CFR 71.1 
which applies to (Introduction from Foreign Countries into the States or Territories of the US),  public 
health prevention measures is defined as:  

“means the assessment of an individual through non-invasive procedures and other means, such as 
observation, questioning, review of travel documents, records review, and other non-invasive means, to 
determine the individual's health status and potential public health risk to others.” 

As for “Quarantine”, 42 CFR 70.1 as well as 42 CDR 71.1 definitions spells out: “Quarantine means the 
separation of an individual or group reasonably believed to have been exposed to a quarantinable 
communicable disease2, but who are not yet ill, from others who have not been so exposed, to prevent 
the possible spread of the quarantinable communicable disease.” (Group appears to mean a group of 
individuals) 

42 CFR 70.1 also defines Reasonably believed to be infected, as applied to an individual, means specific 
articulable facts upon which a public health officer could reasonably draw the inference that an 
individual has been exposed, either directly or indirectly, to the infectious agent that causes a 
quarantinable communicable disease, as through contact with an infected person or an infected person's 
bodily fluids, a contaminated environment, or through an intermediate host or vector, and that as a 
consequence of the exposure, the individual is or may be harboring in the body the infectious agent of 
that quarantinable communicable disease.  

Further it is important to note that the Executive Order No. 13295 that defines the list of communicable 
diseases that give rise to the Director’s authority to act, 3  also limits the purpose for regulations 

2 Quarantinable communicable disease means any of the communicable diseases listed in an Executive Order, as 
provided under section 361 of the Public Health Service Act. Executive Order 13295, of April 4, 2003, as amended 
by Executive Order 13375 of April 1, 2005, contains the current revised list of quarantinable communicable 
diseases, and may be obtained at http://www.cdc.gov and http://www.archives.gov/federal_register. If this Order 
is amended, HHS will enforce that amended order immediately and update that Web site. 

3 Ex. Ord. No. 13295, Apr. 4, 2003, 68 F.R. 17255, as amended by Ex. Ord. No. 13375, §1, Apr. 1, 2005, 70 F.R. 
17299; Ex. Ord. No. 13674, §1, July 31, 2014, 79 F.R. 45671, provided: 

By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the United States of America, 
including section 361(b) of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 264(b)), it is hereby ordered as follows: 

Section 1. Based upon the recommendation of the Secretary of Health and Human Services (the "Secretary"), in 
consultation with the Surgeon General, and for the purpose of specifying certain communicable diseases for 
regulations providing for the apprehension, detention, or conditional release of individuals to prevent the 
introduction, transmission, or spread of suspected communicable diseases, the following communicable diseases 
are hereby specified pursuant to section 361(b) of the Public Health Service Act: 

(a) Cholera; Diphtheria; infectious Tuberculosis; Plague; Smallpox; Yellow Fever; and Viral Hemorrhagic Fevers 
(Lassa, Marburg, Ebola, Crimean-Congo, South American, and others not yet isolated or named). 

(b) Severe acute respiratory syndromes, which are diseases that are associated with fever and signs and 
symptoms of pneumonia or other respiratory illness, are capable of being transmitted from person to person, and 
that either are causing, or have the potential to cause, a pandemic, or, upon infection, are highly likely to cause 
mortality or serious morbidity if not properly controlled. This subsection does not apply to influenza. 
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providing for the apprehension, detention, or conditional release of individuals to prevent the 
introduction, transmission, or spread of suspected communicable diseases.  

It should also be noted that the definition is also given in 42 CFR 71.1 for International Health 
Regulations or IHR as “means the International Health Regulations of the World Health Organization, 
adopted by the Fifty-Eighth World Health Assembly in 2005, as may be further amended, and subject to 
the United States' reservation and understandings.”  

Thus it would appear that the limitation of the powers given the CDC by Congress to regulate are based 
on its ability as also outlined in Part V- Public Health Measures in the International Health Regulations.4 
In Chapter I- General Provisions  Sections 235, outlines information from individual travelers and through 

(c) Influenza caused by novel or reemergent influenza viruses that are causing, or have the potential to cause, a 
pandemic. 

Sec. 2. The Secretary, in the Secretary's discretion, shall determine whether a particular condition constitutes a 
communicable disease of the type specified in section 1 of this order. 

Sec. 3. The functions of the President under sections 362 and 364(a) of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 265 
and 267(a)) are assigned to the Secretary. 

Sec. 4. This order is not intended to, and does not, create any right or benefit enforceable at law or equity by any 
party against the United States, its departments, agencies, entities, officers, employees or agents, or any other 
person. 

Sec. 5. Executive Order 12452 of December 22, 1983 is hereby revoked. 

4 IHR, PART V – PUBLIC HEALTH MEASURES 

5 Chapter I – General provisions 
Article 23 Health measures on arrival and departure 

1. Subject to applicable international agreements and relevant articles of these Regulations, a State Party
may require for public health purposes, on arrival or departure: 

(a) with regard to travelers: 
(i) information concerning the traveler’s destination so that the traveler may be 
contacted; 
(ii) information concerning the traveler’s itinerary to ascertain if there was any travel in 
or near an affected area or other possible contacts with infection or contamination prior 
to arrival, as well as review of the traveler’s health documents if they are required under 
these Regulations; and/or 
(iii) a non-invasive medical examination which is the least intrusive examination that 
would achieve the public health objective; 

(b) inspection of baggage, cargo, containers, conveyances, goods, postal parcels and human 
remains. 

2. On the basis of evidence of a public health risk obtained through the measures provided in
paragraph 1 of this Article, or through other means, States Parties may apply additional health. 
measures, in accordance with these Regulations, in particular, with regard to a suspect or affected. 
traveler, on a case-by-case basis, the least intrusive and invasive medical examination that would 
achieve the public health objective of preventing the international spread of disease. 
3. No medical examination, vaccination, prophylaxis or health measure under these Regulations
shall be carried out on travelers without their prior express informed consent or that of their parents or 
guardians, except as provided in paragraph 2 of Article 31, and in accordance with the law and 
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inspection of conveyances on a case-by-case basis, the CDC in it’s No Sail Order and the Conditional Sail 
Order grossly exceeds these limitations with it generalized assumptions. i.e., that all ships are 
contaminated. In Section 246, while the conveyance operators have a duty to permanently keep 
conveyances free of sources of infection, the application of control measures can only be applied if 
evidence is found ( and as inferred in Section 23 this should be on a case-by-case basis and not globally).  
The provisions of Annex 4 or Annex 5 that are said to apply are neither as complex or restrictive on 
conveyances as the CDC’s No Sail Order or Conditional Sail Order.  

It should be further noted that originally in statements made Dr. Martin Cetron, director of the CDC’s 
Center of Quarantine and Global Migration, said one of the reasons for the continued extensions of the 
original sail order was the lack of an effective vaccine. This was also echoed in the response to a filing 
made by the author in US District Court by the DOJ attorney in arguing against a request for an 
injunction. That case was voluntarily dismissed without prejudice due to the fact that the CLIA and the 
cruise lines were voluntarily canceling their cruises.  It was clear that they had genuine health concerns 
for doing so at that time. Yet today the CLIA is demanding that the CDC reopen the US Ports and allow 
the cruises to resume. They have adopted protocols they believe allow them to meet their obligations 
per the IHR. In the latest Conditional Sail Orders not much credence is given to the development and 
ongoing vaccination program in the United States as well as other countries.  In the analyst’s own 
county, Austin County, Texas, the latest results are 58% of the counties citizens have been vaccinated 
with almost 85% of the highest risk over 65 years having received the vaccine. No credibility has been 
given to the cruise lines making offers to have their crews vaccinated and to require all passengers to 
either be vaccinated or have a negative PCR test.   The author of this analysis, his wife and friend that 
often cruises with them have applied for a permit since they have all been vaccinated and believe the 

international obligations of the State Party. 
4. Travelers to be vaccinated or offered prophylaxis pursuant to these Regulations, or their parents
or guardians, shall be informed of any risk associated with vaccination or with non-vaccination and 
with the use or non-use of prophylaxis in accordance with the law and international obligations of the 
State Party. States Parties shall inform medical practitioners of these requirements in accordance with the 
law of the State Party.  
5. Any medical examination, medical procedure, vaccination or other prophylaxis which involves a risk of
disease transmission shall only be performed on, or administered to, a traveler in accordance with 
established national or international safety guidelines and standards so as to minimize such a risk.  

6 Chapter II – Special provisions for conveyances and conveyance operators 
Article 24 Conveyance operators 
1. States Parties shall take all practicable measures consistent with these Regulations to ensure that
conveyance operators: 

(a) comply with the health measures recommended by WHO and adopted by the State Party; 
(b) inform travelers of the health measures recommended by WHO and adopted by the State 
Party for application on board; and 
(c) permanently keep conveyances for which they are responsible free of sources of infection 
or contamination, including vectors and reservoirs. The application of measures to control 
sources of infection or contamination may be required if evidence is found. 

2. Specific provisions pertaining to conveyances and conveyance operators under this Article are provided
in Annex 4. Specific measures applicable to conveyances and conveyance operators with regard to vector-
borne diseases are provided in Annex 5... 
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risk is low at this point.  Like the CDC they are demanding that they be allowed to go on an upcoming 
cruise they have paid in full to go on.  If not, they may lose thousands in airfare that they had to roll over 
form prior cancelled cruises.  There is no flight insurance to cover that risk now that COVID is a known 
risk.  

In Section 257, it clearly prohibits any health measures from being applied to any ship making purely 
technical stops for fuel, water, food, or supplies. 8 

IHR, Section 26  is omitted as not being applicable to this discussion. 

In IHR, Section 27 Affected Conveyances9, it seems that the CDC has skipped right over the requirement 
that a fact or evidence of a public health risk must be found on board “a” conveyance and has assumed 

7 Article 25 Ships and aircraft in transit 
Subject to Articles 27 and 43 or unless authorized by applicable international agreements, no health 
measure shall be applied by a State Party to: 

(a) a ship not coming from an affected area which passes through a maritime canal or waterway 
in the territory of that State Party on its way to a port in the territory of another State. Any such 
ship shall be permitted to take on, under the supervision of the competent authority, fuel, water, 
food and supplies; 
(b) a ship which passes through waters within its jurisdiction without calling at a port or on the 
coast; and 
(c) an aircraft in transit at an airport within its jurisdiction, except that the aircraft may be 
restricted to a particular area of the airport with no embarking and disembarking or loading and 
discharging. However, any such aircraft shall be permitted to take on, under the supervision of 
the competent authority, fuel, water, food and supplies. 

8 Countries like Canada appear to be in violation of this international agreement, if they refuse to allow foreign 
ships in their waters, even if they only make a technical stop for fueling in their western ports to allow for cruises 
from Ports like Seattle to Alaska, if required to meet the terms of the PVSA as long as no embarkation or 
disembarkation takes place. 

9 Article 27 Affected conveyances 
1. If clinical signs or symptoms and information based on fact or evidence of a public health risk, including
sources of infection and contamination, are found on board a conveyance, the competent authority shall consider 
the conveyance as affected and may: 

(a) disinfect, decontaminate, disinsect or derat the conveyance, as appropriate, or cause these measures 
to be carried out under its supervision; and 
(b) decide in each case the technique employed to secure an adequate level of control of the public 
health risk as provided in these Regulations. Where there are methods or materials advised by WHO for 
these procedures, these should be employed, unless the competent authority determines that other 
methods are as safe and reliable. 

The competent authority may implement additional health measures, including isolation of the conveyances, as 
necessary, to prevent the spread of disease. Such additional measures should be reported to the National IHR Focal 
Point. 2. If the competent authority for the point of entry is not able to carry out the control measures required 
under this Article, the affected conveyance may nevertheless be allowed to depart, subject to the following 
conditions: 

(a) the competent authority shall, at the time of departure, inform the competent authority for 
the next known point of entry of the type of information referred to under subparagraph (b); and 
(b) in the case of a ship, the evidence found, and the control measures required shall be noted 
in the Ship Sanitation Control Certificate. 
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in the No Sail Order and Conditional Sail Order that all ships are thus assumed affected unless proven 
otherwise.  This is the real crux of the issue.  On the CDC’s authority to act, it is clear their authority was 
on an individual basis not a global basis.  It would appear that this individual, case by case basis applies 
to quarantine, isolation and conditional release for travelers and case-by-case Inspection and sanitation 
for conveyances. 

Even 42 CFR § 70.5 (a) has the “or” provision to include “any individual meeting the requirements of 
paragraph (d), (e) or (f)” of this section.  Given the fact that the director has relied on CFR Section 70.2 
as part of the powers granting the CDC the authority for its actions, clearly a request for such a permit is 
not out of line.    

In IHR Section 2810 the CDC is prohibited from the action it has taken in its NSO and CSO in both 
Paragraph 1 and 2, except if the Other Measures described in Article 43. Clearly the only means by 

2. Any such conveyance shall be permitted to take on, under the supervision of the competent authority, fuel,
water, food and supplies. 
3. A conveyance that has been considered as affected shall cease to be regarded as such when the
competent authority is satisfied that: 

(a) the measures provided in paragraph 1 of this Article have been effectively carried out; 
and 
(b) there are no conditions on board that could constitute a public health risk. 

10 Article 28 Ships and aircraft at points of entry 
1. Subject to Article 43 or as provided in applicable international agreements, a ship or an aircraft
shall not be prevented for public health reasons from calling at any point of entry. However, if the 
point of entry is not equipped for applying health measures under these Regulations, the ship or aircraft may be 
ordered to proceed at its own risk to the nearest suitable point of entry available to it, unless the ship or aircraft has 
an operational problem which would make this diversion unsafe. 
2. Subject to Article 43 or as provided in applicable international agreements, ships or aircraft shall not be
refused free pratique by States Parties for public health reasons; in particular they shall not be prevented from 
embarking or disembarking, discharging or loading cargo or stores, or taking on fuel, water, food and supplies. 
States Parties may subject the granting of free pratique to inspection and, if a source of infection or 
contamination is found on board, the carrying out of necessary disinfection, decontamination, disinsection or 
deratting, or other measures necessary to prevent the spread of the infection or contamination. 
3. Whenever practicable and subject to the previous paragraph h, a State Party shall authorize the granting of free
pratique by radio or other communication means to a ship or an aircraft when, on the basis of information 
received from it prior to its arrival, the State Party is of the opinion that the arrival of the ship or aircraft will not 
result in the introduction or spread of disease. 
4. Officers in command of ships or pilots in command of aircraft, or their agents, shall make known to the port or
airport control as early as possible before arrival at the port or airport of destination any cases of illness indicative 
of a disease of an infectious nature or evidence of a public health risk on board as soon as such illnesses or public 
health risks are made known to the officer or pilot. This information must be immediately relayed to the 
competent authority for the port or airport. In urgent circumstances, such information should be communicated 
directly by the officers or pilots to the relevant port or airport authority. 
5. The following shall apply if a suspect or affected aircraft or ship, for reasons beyond the control of the pilot in
command of the aircraft or the officer in command of the ship, lands elsewhere than at the airport at which the 
aircraft was due to land or berths elsewhere than at the port at which the ship was due to berth: 

(a) the pilot in command of the aircraft or the officer in command of the ship or other person in charge 
shall make every effort to communicate without delay with the nearest competent authority; 
(b) as soon as the competent authority has been informed of the landing it may apply health measures 
recommended by WHO or other health measures provided in these Regulations; 
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which the CDC has any authority to deny free pratique is to carry out inspections on a single ship on a 
case-by-case basis and if a source of infection or contamination is found to order the “other measures” 
necessary to prevent the spread of the contagion.  The Conditional Sail order goes well beyond these 
limited measures allowed.  

In the IHR “Other Measures” are allowed to be made, but under limited conditions. IHR Article 4311 
places some very critical requirements on the State Parties, e.g., the United States/HHS/CDC.  It requires 

(c) unless required for emergency purposes or for communication with the competent authority, no 
traveler on board the aircraft or ship shall leave its vicinity and no cargo shall be removed from that 
vicinity, unless authorized by the competent authority; and 
(d) when all health measures required by the competent authority have been completed, the aircraft or 
ship may, so far as such health measures are concerned, proceed either to the airport or port at which it 
was due to land or berth, or, if for technical reasons it cannot do so, to a conveniently situated airport or 
port. 

6. Notwithstanding the provisions contained in this Article, the officer in command of a ship or pilot in command of
an aircraft may take such emergency measures as may be necessary for the health and safety of travelers on 
board. He or she shall inform the competent authority as early as possible concerning any measures taken 
pursuant to this paragraph. 

11 Article 43 Additional health measures 
1. These Regulations shall not preclude States Parties from implementing health measures, in
accordance with their relevant national law and obligations under international law, in response to 
specific public health risks or public health emergencies of international concern, which: 
(a) achieve the same or greater level of health protection than WHO recommendations; or  
(b) are otherwise prohibited under Article 25, Article 26, paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 28, Article 30, paragraph 
1(c) of Article 31 and Article 33, provided such measures are otherwise consistent with these Regulations. 
Such measures shall not be more restrictive of international traffic and not more invasive or intrusive to persons 
than reasonably available alternatives that would achieve the appropriate level of health protection. 
2. In determining whether to implement the health measures referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article or
additional health measures under paragraph 2 of Article 23, paragraph 1 of Article 27, paragraph 2 of Article 28 
and paragraph 2(c) of Article 31, States Parties shall base their determinations upon: 

(a) scientific principles; 
(b) available scientific evidence of a risk to human health, or where such evidence is insufficient, the 
available information including from WHO and other relevant intergovernmental organizations and 
international bodies; and 
(c) any available specific guidance or advice from WHO. 

3. A State Party implementing additional health measures referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article which
significantly interfere with international traffic shall provide to WHO the public health rationale and relevant 
scientific information for it. WHO shall share this information with other States Parties and shall share 
information regarding the health measures implemented. For the purpose of this Article, significant interference 
generally means refusal of entry or departure of international travelers, baggage, cargo, containers, 
conveyances, goods, and the like, or their delay, for more than 24 hours. 
4. After assessing information provided pursuant to paragraph 3 and 5 of this Article and other relevant
information, WHO may request that the State Party concerned reconsider the application of the measures. 
5. A State Party implementing additional health measures referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article that
significantly interfere with international traffic shall inform WHO, within 48 hours of implementation, of such 
measures and their health rationale unless these are covered by a temporary or standing recommendation. 
6. A State Party implementing a health measure pursuant to paragraph 1 or 2 of this Article shall within three
months review such a measure taking into account the advice of WHO and the criteria in paragraph 2 of this 
Article. 
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that while the prohibitions of free pratique as guaranteed by Article 28 can be made, it must be 
submitted to the World Health Organization for its review.  It must not be more restrictive of 
international traffic and not more invasive or intrusive to persons than reasonably available 
alternatives that would achieve the appropriate level of health protection.  Clearly the No Sail Order 
and now the Conditional Sail Order is being more restrictive of international traffic and effecting every 
person that currently hold reservations on existing cruises and even those that have been fully 
vaccinated as it is continuing to result in cancelation of all sailings from any US Port due to restrictions 
on cruise ships sailing any US controlled waters with any paying passengers. There are reasonably 
available alternatives, such as the protocols that Norwegian and Royal Caribbean have implemented and 
have been used by Royal Caribbean in sailings from Singapore.  Yet, the CDC has now insisted on these 
lines to enter into contracts for dealing with handling of an outbreak, trying to transfer to the 
conveyance owners and stockholders the cost that per the IHR in Article 40 12 are not to be charged to 
anyone except travelers seeking residence in the country. These charges are for: 

7. Without prejudice to its rights under Article 56, any State Party impacted by a measure taken pursuant to
paragraph 1 or 2 of this Article may request the State Party implementing such a measure to consult with it. The 
purpose of such consultations is to clarify the scientific information and public health rationale underlying the 
measure and to find a mutually acceptable solution. 
8. The provisions of this Article may apply to implementation of measures concerning travelers taking part in mass
congregations. 

12 Article 40 Charges for health measures regarding travelers 
1. Except for travelers seeking temporary or permanent residence, and subject to paragraph 2 of
this Article, no charge shall be made by a State Party pursuant to these Regulations for the following measures for 
the protection of public health: 

(a) any medical examination provided for in these Regulations, or any supplementary examination which 
may be required by that State Party to ascertain the health status of the traveler examined; 
(b) any vaccination or other prophylaxis provided to a traveler on arrival that is not a published 
requirement or is a requirement published less than 10 days prior to provision of the vaccination or other 
prophylaxis; 
(c) appropriate isolation or quarantine requirements of travelers; 
(d) any certificate issued to the traveler specifying the measures applied and the date of 
application; or 
(e) any health measures applied to baggage accompanying the traveler. 

2. States Parties may charge for health measures other than those referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article,
including those primarily for the benefit of the traveler. 
3. Where charges are made for applying such health measures to travelers under these Regulations, there shall be
in each State Party only one tariff for such charges and every charge shall: 

(a) conform to this tariff; 
(b) not exceed the actual cost of the service rendered; and 
(c) be levied without distinction as to the nationality, domicile or residence of the traveler concerned. 

4. The tariff, and any amendment thereto, shall be published at least 10 days in advance of any levy thereunder.
5. Nothing in these Regulations shall preclude States Parties from seeking reimbursement for expenses incurred in
providing the health measures in paragraph 1 of this Article: 

(a) from conveyance operators or owners with regard to their employees; or 
(b) from applicable insurance sources. 

6. Under no circumstances shall travelers or conveyance operators be denied the ability to depart from the territ
territory of a State Party pending payment of the charges referred to in paragraphs 1 or 2 of this Article. 
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• Medical examinations they want the ships to be required to do on-ship.
• Any vaccination or prophylaxis provided to a traveler not published as a requirement or

published less than 10 days before arrival.
• Appropriate isolation and quarantine of travelers they want the ships to prearrange, or
• any certificate of vaccination (certificate issued to travelers specifying the measures applied and

the date of application)
• Cost of any health measures for traveler’s baggage handling

It should be noted that while there is a prohibition on getting these cost reimbursed from any travelers, 
it does allow for the cost of treating conveyance employees to be recovered from the conveyance 
operators, but that still implies the CDC must provide these services for them as well. Not that the 
conveyance operators must contract for these services as is being required by the CDC in is latest Phase 
2A of the CSO. Plus, there can only be one tariff for these costs that gets applied to all those who have 
to pay (travelers seeking residence & conveyance employees) without discrimination.   

42 CFR 71.30 Payment and Care for Treatment tends to echo the IHR limitations, although it seems to 
put restrictions on the Director paying them subject to appropriations. However, if Congress does not 
appropriate these funds, then it would appear that the Director is not authorized to take an action to 
incur the cost, even if the public health is put at risk.  It is therefore incumbent on the CDC and the 
Director to make Congress aware of the risk to the public and to get them to appropriate the funds 
needed. It does not authorize transfer of the cost to the conveyance operators except as per the 
Secondary party obligations for insurance reimbursement or as the IHR specifies for the Conveyance 
Operators’ employees.         

Since many of the conveyances are still being operated in US waters, just without passengers, and the 
CDC has already established their regulations for those conveyance employees ( using the Red and 
Green Light system) which in itself would appear to be an infringement on the IHR regulations, there is 
no justification for the continued Conditional Sail Order preventing any ship from sailing with 
passengers.   

Further it is noted that Article 42 of the IHR states that the “Health measures taken pursuant to these 
Regulations shall be initiated and completed without delay and applied in a transparent and non-
discriminatory manner.”          

The second important crux of this matter is the “other measures” that the Secretary is authorized to 
employ.   If just left to the statutory law, it would seem to be unlimited.  This might seem to be an issue 
of excessive delegation of legislative authority to the administration in violation of the separation 
demanded by the US Constitution, which could be challenged on that basis. However, it is clear from the 
ratification of the IHR by the US as part of their WHO membership which Congress has approved, such 
wide ranging powers are not available to the CDC because they are limited by the international 
agreements the United States has entered into in the International Health Regulations.  It should also be 
noted that this agreement is the culmination of almost a century of agreements the United States has 
entertained and ratified. These agreements were based on former Geneva Conventions on Sanitation 
that began immediately after the Spanish Flu outbreak.  The scope of the current IHR clearly defines why 
this agreement was and is needed.  It was meant to avoid the major upset in international traffic and 
trade that the current NSO and CSO by the CDC has presented. It states:   
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Article 2 Purpose and scope 
“The purpose and scope of these Regulations are to prevent, protect against, control and 
provide a public health response to the international spread of disease in ways that are 
commensurate with and restricted to public health risks, and which avoid unnecessary 
interference with international traffic and trade.”         

The CDC has reverted to the methods used by many world governments worldwide in 1918-1919 during 
the Spanish Flu for a contagious outbreak. A statement to that fact was published on the CDC website. 
With the Coronavirus having nowhere near the fatal outcome as the Spanish Flu, this response was 
hardly scientific or justified.  The reports used for its justification were early reports from the early 
outbreaks that lead to the voluntary suspensions.  They have been followed up by many more, some 
which have not placed the blame at the feet of the cruise line industry but actually at the feet of the 
State Health Authorities.  The purpose of the IHR was to avoid this outcome. The IHR has been defeated 
by the CDC on many fronts.  And now the CDC through its Conditional Sail Order wishes to transfer to 
the conveyance operators, that which is not their responsibilities, as agreed in Annex 4 and Annex 5 of 
the IHR,  but the State Party agreed responsibilities, as outlined in Articles 5, 13 and specifically Articles 
19 and 20.   

The CDC is attempting through their orders to assume the roles that were delegated to the World Health 
Organization in the IHR as outlined in the Part III Recommendations Section (Articles 15-17). Through 
the Conditional Sail Order the CDC is further attempting to put the conveyance operators in the roles 
designated for the “Competent Authorities” in Article 22.   It should be noted that the definition of 
“competent authority” in the IHR Section 1 “means an authority responsible for the implementation and 
application of health measures under these Regulations”.  E.g., the CDC or state authorities per the U.S. 
form of federalism.  The roles of the Conveyances and Conveyance operators should be limited to those 
outlined in the IHR as agreed to by the United States by treaty and ratified by the US Senate in 2007. 

Also, the citation by the CDC of the Sections of 42 CFR 71.31(b)13 and 42 CFR 71.32(b)14 does not appear to be 
justify the NSO or CSO.  It does justify the detention of a conveyance to satisfy the measures spelled out in Part 71 
as to “public health prevention measures” e.g., “measures outline in this part that are necessary for prevention of 
the spread of a communicable disease.” The definition in 71.1 of “Public health prevention measures means the 
assessment of an individual through non-invasive procedures and other means, such as observation, questioning, 
review of travel documents, records review, and other non-invasive means, to determine the individual's health 
status and potential public health risk to others.  These are spelled out in Part 71.5 and 71.20 related to the data 
from passengers required to be shared with the DHS/CBP, and contact information, and information as to 
destinations, health status, known or possible exposure history and travel history. The master of a ship must report 
certain type of illness (AGE) 4 hours prior to arrival and any deaths or ill among passengers or crew. Only ships with 
AGE or reportable illnesses or deaths aboard, or cargo that the manifest lists may require disinfection should be 
subject to inspection. Others only require sanitary inspection as detailed by the Sanitary Inspection guidelines of the 

13 42 CFR 71.31 (b) The Director may require detention of a carrier until the completion of the measures outlined in 
this part that are necessary to prevent the introduction or spread of a communicable disease. The Director may 
issue a controlled free pratique to the carrier stipulating what measures are to be met, but such issuance does not 
prevent the periodic boarding of a carrier and the inspection of persons and records to verify that the conditions 
have been met for granting the pratique. 
14 42 CFR 71.32 (b) Whenever the Director has reason to believe that any arriving carrier or article or thing on 
board the carrier is or may be infected or contaminated with a communicable disease, he/she may require 
detention, disinfection, disinfestation, fumigation, or other related measures respecting the carrier or article or 
thing as he/she considers necessary to prevent the introduction, transmission, or spread of communicable 
diseases. 
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IHR. Any extension to the “other measures” based on 70.2 is outside the scope of 71.31(b) since it not part of Part 
71 but is in fact part of Part 70.  Part 71.32(b) seems to be broader in scope, but this must be tempered by the 
limitations of the IHR which limits the Director to providing a determination based on  (a) scientific principles; (b) 
available scientific evidence of a risk to human health, or where such evidence is insufficient, the available 
information including from WHO and other relevant intergovernmental organizations and international bodies; 
and (c) any available specific guidance or advice from WHO. It should be noted that the interim guidance from 
WHO has not been changed and does not result in preventing any ship from sailing from any world port.15  

It is evident by the ultra vires actions taken by the CDC in issuing these orders that they are affecting a 
global quarantine16 on all individuals that want to go on cruise lines for or to a U.S. Port and want to 
enjoy their liberty to travel to or from international ports and lands in a less stressful manner than the 
other mode of transport, e.g., airplane. Since ships are inanimate objects that do not catch viruses, the 
attempt to prevent a virus from being spread can only be interpreted as a quarantine action.  Therefore, 
as a quarantined individual, an application for a permit to travel by one or more of those individuals as 
outlined in 42 CFR 70.5 is warranted in order for the agency to provide the constitutionally required due 
process as outlined by Justice Douglas in his 1958 opinion for the Supreme Court.17    

A final observation is that  while the Executive Order by President Bush does not give rise to an 
independent “right or benefit enforceable at law or equity by any party against the United States, its 
departments, agencies, entities, officers, employees or agents, or any other person” and as stated in the 
third exception the United State made in ratification of the IHR, e.g. “The United States understands that 
the provisions of the Regulations do not create judicially enforceable private rights”, according to noted 

15 See Operational considerations for managing COVID-19 cases or outbreaks on board ships: interim guidance, 
Interim Guidance, World Health Organization, 25 March 2020.   
16 Per 42 CFR 71.1 Definitions “Quarantine means the separation of an individual or group reasonably believed to 
have been exposed to a quarantinable communicable disease, but who is not yet ill, from others who have not 
been so exposed, to prevent the possible spread of the quarantinable communicable disease.” 

17 Kent and Briehl v Dulles 357U.S. 116, 78 S. Ct 1113, 2 L.ed.2d 1204 para 17-20 
17. The right to travel is a part of the 'liberty' of which the citizen cannot be deprived without the due process of law under the Fifth 
Amendment. So much is conceded by the Solicitor General. In Anglo-Saxon law that right was emerging at least as early as the Magna Carta.12 
Chafee, Three Human Rights in the Constitution of 1787 (1956), 171—181, 187 et seq., shows how deeply engrained in our history this freedom 
of movement is. Freedom of movement across frontiers in either direction, and inside frontiers as well, was a part of our heritage. Travel 
abroad, like travel within the country, may be necessary for a livelihood. It may be as close to the heart of the individual as the choice of what 
he eats, or wears, or reads. Freedom of movement is basic in our scheme of values. See Crandall v. State of Nevada, 6 Wall. 35, 44, 18 L. Ed. 
744; Williams v. Fears, 179 U.S. 270, 274, 21 S.Ct. 128, 129, 45 L. Ed. 186; Edwards v. People of State of California, 314 U.S. 160, 62 S.Ct. 164, 86 
L. Ed. 119. 'Our nation,' wrote Chafee, 'has thrived on the principle that, outside areas of plainly harmful conduct, every American is left to 
shape his own life as he thinks best, do what he pleases, go where he pleases.' Id., at 197. 
18. Freedom of movement also has large social values. As Chafee put it: 
19. 'Foreign correspondents and lecturers on public affairs need first-hand information. Scientists and scholars gain greatly from consultations 
with colleagues in other countries. Students equip themselves for more fruitful careers in the United States by instruction in foreign 
universities.13 Then there are reasons close to the core of personal life marriage, reuniting families, spending hours with old friends. Finally, 
travel abroad enables American citizens to understand that people like themselves live in Europe and helps them to be well-informed on public 
issues. An American who has crossed the ocean is not obliged to form his opinions about our foreign policy merely from what he is told by 
officials of our government or by a few correspondents of American newspapers. Moreover, his views on domestic questions are enriched by 
seeing how foreigners are trying to solve similar problems. In many different ways direct contact with other countries contributes to sounder 
decisions at home.' Id., at 195—196. And see Vestal, Freedom of Movement, 41 Iowa L.Rev. 6, 13—14. 
20. Freedom to travel is, indeed, an important aspect of the citizen's 'liberty.' We need not decide the extent to which it can be curtailed. We 
are first concerned with the extent, if any, to which Congress has authorized its curtailment. 
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legal experts and court rulings18,  even a non-self-executing treaty that does not grant judicially 
enforceable private rights can be used as evidence by a federal judge to determine the intent and scope 
of an indeterminate federal statute or regulation 19 A federal Statute that gives an government official 
unilateral power to decide anything without the proper checks and balances required by the 
Constitution, must consider any treaty or ratified executive agreement like the World Health 
Organization’s Revised International Health Regulation(2005) as a constraint on such actions.     

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS 
1. The CDC is relying on “Other Measures” to regulate conveyances with their No Sail Order

(NSO) and Conditional Sail Order (CSO).
2. The IHR mandates that all actions be taken on a Case-by-Case basis and not on a global all

ships basis.
3. Other measures must meet the requirements set forth for “Other Measures” per Article 43

the IHR.
4. This requires the CDC to have provided the WHO with the public health rational and scientific

evidence for the application of the other measures.
5. Based on the WHO interim guidance issued in March 2020, it appears that the CDC has not

provided the WHO with the required Article 43 justification to implement such an order.

18See, e.g., Norton v. S. Utah Wilderness Alliance, 542 U.S. 55, 61 (2004) (where plaintiffs sued to enforce a statute that did not 
create a private right of action, Justice Scalia, writing for a unanimous court, held that “[t]he APA authorizes suit” for federal 
statutory violations “[w]here no other statute provides a private right of action”).    

19 International Law at Home: Enforcing Treaties in U.S. Courts, Oona A. Hathawayt, Sabria McElroytt & Sara 
Aronchick Solowt, Yale Journal of International Law,[Vol 1:2012] pg 52-106, from pg 87-89   
“C. Interpretive Enforcement” 
“Courts often look to treaties when interpreting statutes and, more controversially, constitutional provisions. In Murray v. 
Schooner Charming Betsy, Chief Justice Marshall wrote for the Court: "[A]n act of Congress ought never to be construed to 
violate the law of nations if any other possible construction remains . . . ." 6 U.S. (2 Cranch) 64, 118 (1804). This principle, now 
known as the Charming Betsy canon, animates the Restatement (Third) of Foreign Relations Law, which states: "Where fairly 
possible, a United States statute is to be construed so as not to conflict with international law or with an international  
agreement of the United States."( RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW § 114 (1987)) “We call this principle 
interpretive enforcement. Like other interpretive canons, interpretive enforcement is a device for resolving ambiguity.”( There 
is a wide range of similar substantive interpretive canons in U.S. law. See, e.g., WILLIAM N. ESKRIDGE, JR., PHILIP P. FRICKEY & 
ELIZABETH GARRETT, CASES AND MATERIALS ON LEGISLATION: STATUTES AND THE CREATION OF PUBLIC POLICY 884 (4th ed. 
2007). An excellent discussion of the Charming Betsy canon appears in Rebecca Crootof, Note, Judicious Influence: Non-Self-
Executing Treaties and the Charming Betsy Canon, 120 YALE L.J. 1784 (2010) “It uses the international legal commitments of the 
United States to fill interpretive gaps and resolve uncertainty that would otherwise exist in statutory provisions. The canon does 
not encourage courts to turn a blind eye to the evidence-far from it. If there is clear evidence-such as statutory text or 
legislative history-that the statute was intended to permit a violation of international law, then the canon is inapplicable.” (If 
the statute cannot fairly be construed in such a way, it renders the conflicting sections of the treaty unenforceable under 
domestic law.” See, e.g., Breard v. Greene, 523 U.S. 371, 376 (1997); Reid v. Covert, 354 U.S. 1, 18 (1956); RESTATEMENT 
(THIRD) OF FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW § 115(l)(a)(1987). 
    ”Using interpretive enforcement, courts may enforce international law by interpreting a statute so as not to conflict with an 
earlier treaty or other international agreement-whether self-executing or not.” ( In Trans World Airlines, Inc. v. Franklin Mint 
Corp, for example, the Court refused to interpret the Par Value Modification Act in a way that would render an Article II treaty 
unenforceable in the United States. It explained, "[t]here is, first, a firm and obviously sound canon of construction against 
finding implicit repeal of a treaty in ambiguous congressional action."( See Weinberger v. Rossi, 456 U.S. 25, 32 (1982); 
McCulloch v. Sociedad Nacional de Marineros de Honduras, 372 U.S. 10, 21 (1963); Cook v. United States, 288 U.S. 102, 120 
(1933); United States v. Yunis, 924 F.2d 1086, 1091 (D.C. Cir. 1991); United States v. Georgescu, 723 F. Supp. 912, 921 (E.D.N.Y. 
1989); United States v. Palestine Liberation Org., 695 F. Supp. 1456, 1465 (S.D.N.Y. 1988). “The Court concluded that 
"[l]egislative silence is not sufficient to abrogate a treaty."( 466 U.S. 243, 252 (1984) (quoting Cook v. United States, 288 U.S. 
102, 120 (1933)).)…. 
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6. The CDC is imposing their guidelines and recommendations in lieu of the WHO
recommendation contained in the IHR (see Article and proposed interim guidelines.

CONCLUSIONS 

• Because the authority of the CDC is to regulate individuals and individual ships that have
evidence of contamination, the No Sail Order and the Conditional Sail Order which attempts
to broadly regulate the activities of all foreign flagged ships on the assumption that they are
carriers of the coronavirus without actual evidence of contamination of the virus, are an illegal
order of quarantine.

• The referenced orders exceed the authority (ultra vires action) granted by Congress in the
Section 361 and 365  Public Health Service Act because they conflict with the IHR.

• Because the effect of the CDC’s orders are to shut down all cruise line sailings which are the
causative agent for multiple voluntary cancellations by the Cruise Line, individuals are in
effect being denied the right to travel internationally, per their selected mode of travel, if that
mode is a cruise line. In effect, a de-facto quarantine is being ordered on prospective
passengers of all the cruise lines operating from US Ports and in US controlled waters.

• The quarantine is effective for all affected prospective passengers who have paid a fare for a
cruise that is or has the prospect of being cancelled between this date and November 1, 2021
or whatever the latest date the CDC may arbitrarily decide to extend the shutdown to again.

• Each of these individuals are entitled to Due Process by the Fifth Amendment due to past
Supreme Court decisions on similar matters with respect to a right to travel internationally.

• A denial of a petition for the right to travel, without providing full public health rational and
scientific evidence for the application of the quarantine, even if just a claim of not being
applicable, opens the door for a right to appeal the decision per the regulations.

• Further denial of the right to appeal will create standing for any individual to sue the CDC for
failing to meet the basic due process rights outlined by Justice Douglas.

i Note: Further research on the status of the International Health Regulations discovered in the case Kling, et al v. 
World Health Organization, No. 20-CV-3124 (CS), United States District Court Southern District of New York, 
Opinion & Order issued on April 5th, 2021 the following statements and footnotes:  

Congress passed a Joint Resolution in 1948 “accept[ing] membership for the United 
States in [the WHO], the constitution of which was adopted in New York on July 22, 1946.” 22 
U.S.C. § 290. This 1948 Joint Resolution constituted an ex post congressional-executive 
agreement. See Restatement (Third) of Foreign Relations Law, § 303, cmt. e (1987).1
Generally, such congressional-executive agreements can be “presumed self-executing unless 
specified otherwise.” Oona A. Hathaway, Treaties’ End: The Past, Present, and Future of 
International Lawmaking in the United States, 117 Yale L.J. 1236, 1321 (2008); see New York 
Chinese TV Programs, Inc. v. U.E. Enters., Inc., No. 88-CV-4170, 1989 WL 22442, at *12 
(S.D.N.Y. Mar. 8, 1989) (noting that congressional-executive agreements are “as binding in 
United States law as treaties”) (collecting cases). 
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A further footnoteii in the above cited case tends to clarify the fact that the congressional-executive 
agreement did not get terminated by Trump’s actions in attempting to withdraw from WHO because of 
President Biden’s subsequent reinstatement prior to termination.  

It is clear that the International Heath Regulations is a congressional-executive agreement that ratifies a 
part of the actions being taken by the WHO based on the U.S. Congress’ joint resolution in 1948 ratifying 
the WHO’s constitution.   Clearly it is for the Federal Court’s to interpret the meaning of the treaty for 
itself.  

i Comment E reads as follows: 
Congress may enact legislation that requires, or fairly implies, the need for an agreement 
to execute the legislation. Congress may authorize the President to negotiate and conclude an 
agreement, or to bring into force an agreement already negotiated, and may require the President 
to enter reservations. See, e.g., § 468, Reporters’ Note 6. Congress may also approve an 
agreement already concluded by the President. Congress cannot itself conclude such an 
agreement; it can be concluded only by the President, who alone possesses the constitutional 
power to negotiate with other governments. 

ii “Plaintiffs instead argue in their Memorandum in Opposition that there is no constitutional 
immunity because President Trump withdrew the United States from the WHO by terminating 
the 1948 congressional-executive agreement, and that the issues thereby raised present non-
justiciable political questions. (Doc. 37 at 5-6.) President Trump’s action occurred on July 7, 
2020, after the events underlying Plaintiffs’ complaint, and was not to be effective until July 6, 
2021, see Cong. Research Serv., R46575, U.S. Withdrawal from the World Health Organization: 
Process and Implications 1 (2020), so the Court is dubious that the withdrawal would affect the 
immunity analysis. In any event, President Biden confirmed on the day of his inauguration, via a 
letter to the U.N. Secretary General, that the United States has not withdrawn and will not 
withdraw from the WHO. (Doc. 39-1.) Accordingly, this Court need not address Plaintiffs’ 
argument that the implications of the termination of the agreement present a nonjusticiable 
political question.” 
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